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As the taxation cost of providing a company car benefit rises, it has an increasing impact on both dealer 
and employee behaviour, creating limitations and restrictions based on viability, expenditure and employee 
affordability.  The result is often a company car scheme which is neither working well for the business or its 
employees.

Car Benefit Solutions specialise in the design, implementation and on-going provision of Employee Car 
Ownership Schemes (ECOS) and understand the significant benefits of removing these restrictions and 
replacing traditional company cars with a flexible and convenient ECO solution.

Whilst the concept of ECO Schemes may seem simple, the design, inception and delivery of a robust solution is 
far more complex and requires the necessary systems, processes and expertise to administer in a compliant 
and effective manner.

At a time when the automotive industry is facing downwards pressure on profitability and challenges to 
recruit and retain key personnel, it is critical that the benefits of an ECO Scheme can be accessed easily 
without the dealership having to make significant investment in additional resource and systems. 

As experts dedicated entirely to supporting dealers managing such challenges, CBS can, through its bespoke 
ECOS infrastructure and team of technical experts, remove the requirement for investment and minimise 
the resource requirements for administering an ECO Scheme. This allows dealers to enjoy the benefits and 
deliver significant cost savings to their business, and their employees, immediately.  

The primary benefit of an ECO Scheme is that the repayments are not derived from CO2 emissions, 
so the same uncertainty and restrictions that surround company car tax do not apply. 

Introduction Why choose an ECO Scheme?

“The continued increases in company car tax are creating 
wide reaching challenges and uncertainty across the 
automotive sector. 

“Employers are therefore becoming increasingly open to 
the benefits of an ECO solution, removing the restrictions 
of traditional company cars and enhancing the benefit for 
both their business and their employees.

“At CBS we have designed our solutions to allow clients 
to enjoy such benefits from the outset without the initial 
implementation costs or the need for any additional 
resource.”

Paul Taylor, MD, 
Car Benefit Solutions 

ECO Scheme vehicles do not constitute a company car and are not subject to company car tax.

An ECO benefit can provide a fantastic recruitment and retention tool.

Employee savings deliver a cost effective alternative to a pay increase.

ECO Schemes can be utilised for employees with car entitlement or as a wider staff benefit.

A properly structured ECO Scheme can help dealerships to manage and reduce write down costs.

The cost of the car to the employee and employer is fixed over the term of the agreement as opposed 
to being subject to increasing tax and NIC costs.



CAR

An ECO Scheme will free a dealership from the burden of company car tax and P11D reporting. However, the 
complexities of an ECO Scheme require resourcing adequately to implement and manage effectively.  

This means that dealerships operating ECO Schemes need to ensure that they resource up either internally 
or by way of a specialist provider within multiple areas of expertise.  

Learning | How to structure an ECO Scheme 
requires detailed knowledge and understanding. 

Project Management | Initial scoping of how 
it will be aligned to business objectives, scheme 
design and policy setting. 

Compliance Management | Ensuring 
the scheme meets the necessary rules and 
regulations in perpetuity.

Funding & Risk Management | Establishing 
funding arrangements and management of credit 
and business risk on all scheme vehicles.

Driver Management | A point of contact to 
deal with driver queries including vehicle choice, 
order process, insurance, fines, maintenance, 
deliveries and end of contract.

Pricing Management | Pricing of all scheme 
vehicles and management of residual value 
analysis to optimise scheme performance.

Communications | Communicating the benefits 
of the scheme to drivers and the business 
including policy, vehicle choice and process 
communications.

Without specialist expertise in scheme implementation and on-going management, most employers fail to 
achieve the correct operation of an ECO Scheme. 

In instances where process, documentation and communication is not conscientiously and consistently 
applied, particularly as disclosed to HMRC, it can present significant risk for both the business and its 
employees.  Meticulous processes and audit trails are fundamental to compliance management, without 
which the risk of legal and financial penalties for the employer and their employees significantly increases.

Implementation process | Migration from the 
existing solution must be scoped, managed and 
executed correctly.

HMRC Full Disclosure Process | Submission 
of full disclosure notification to HMRC, ensuring 
the scheme does not raise points of uncertainty. 
Subsequent operation of the scheme must match 
that disclosed at all times, and the disclosure 
process must be continuously assessed as tax law 
changes.

Scheme policy and eligibility process | Eligibility 
criteria and policy must be applied to manage 
business and employee risk and to maximise 
financial savings.

Order process | Process must be applied to 
employees ordering scheme vehicles and how they 
access vehicle selection where choice is provided.

Insurance, maintenance and fines 
management process | Enacting controls 
surrounding insurance, fines management, tolls and 
damage charges. 

Pricing and GRV setting process | The 
pricing of new vehicles, and the setting of 
guaranteed future values, need to take into 
account all relevant economic factors and most 
importantly tax principles.  Failure to do so can 
lead to significant employee Benefit-in-Kind 
costs and related employer National Insurance 
Contributions. 

Funding process | The business must have 
the necessary unsecured funding arrangements 
and FCA permissions in place whilst making 
considerations for the impact that may have on 
business and employee credit facilities. 

Contractual process | The creation and 
administration of structured and regulated credit 
sale agreements must be managed effectively 
with compliance at the fore.  Incorrect process 
carries with it many risks, not least the unsecured 
loan agreements being unenforceable.

End of contract process | Applying a process 
for the return of scheme vehicles, and setting a 
fair wear and tear policy to mitigate business risk.

Implementing and managing a robust and compliant ECO Scheme without the expertise of a specialist 
provider requires careful consideration. In many cases, when implementing a scheme, the cost of investment 
in people, processes and systems outweighs the initial savings benefits.  More importantly though, the costs 
and penalties to both the employer and employee of non-compliance can be substantial, as can be the threat 
to the regulatory permissions that every motor retailer requires to trade.

What investment is required to 
set up an ECO Scheme?

People 

Processes 

View our white paper on the compliance risks 
of a self-administered ECO Scheme.
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https://www.carbenefitsolutions.co.uk/the-three-major-compliance-risks-when-self-administering-an-employee-car-ownership-scheme/


Systems What makes CBS ECOS different?

CBS ECOS is designed as a complete full service solution that removes the requirement for upfront 
investment and minimises any resource pressure when implementing an ECO Scheme. 

The solution is provided with zero implementation charges, plus on-going support at no additional cost, 
allowing customers to enjoy the benefits immediately and deliver savings for the business and employees.   

A purpose-built operating platform for the administration of an ECO Scheme vastly reduces the admin burden 
and the resource requirement to run a scheme efficiently.  

Where robust systems are not in place to manage process and administration, there is an increased probability 
of human error, penalties and financial loss. 

Executing regulated agreements | Robust 
systems reduce human error when executing 
agreements and make the signatory process and 
audit trail seamless.

Quote, order and delivery processes | Quoting 
must be managed efficiently and drivers kept 
informed throughout the process.

Monitoring scheme performance | Reporting 
functionality is essential to managing scheme 
performance, profitability and employee benefit 
statements.  

Ensuring the viability of scheme cars | Systems 
establish the viability of all models and derivatives 
before putting a car onto the scheme, allowing the 
business to make more informed decisions when it 
comes to vehicle selection.

Payroll | Automatic notifications can be issued 
to payroll when the car has been delivered, 
ensuring communications are issued correctly so 
that repayments can commence.

Auditing | It is important to manage your audit 
trail from agreement through to order and 
transactional process, systems can make this 
effortless.

Communication | Systems provide line of 
sight for different stakeholders throughout the 
business and centralise communication.
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Over the last 16 years CBS has developed, refined and sought guidance from Queen’s Counsel on the 
evolution of our ECOS product, making this the solution of choice for over 75% of the Top 100 Motor 
Dealers and over 25 automotive manufacturer clients.

Conclusion

Why CBS?

ECO Schemes require both initial and ongoing legislative expertise, dependable financial processes and the 
technology to support a robust and compliant scheme.

Structured and operated effectively by a dedicated provider, ECO Schemes can protect both employers and 
their employees from the rising cost of a company car, removing the associated limitations and restrictions 
of company car tax.
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